If a family of polynomials are known from a generating function, i.e, G(x; w) = P i 0 p n (x)w n , then, from functionnal equations satis ed by the function G, it is easy to derive recurrence relations or di erential recurrence relations for the polynomials p n . Recently, A von Bachlaus B] showed, for several examples, that all known relations can be derived from the equations a 1 (w)G(x; w)=w = a(x; w)G(x; w) b 1 (w)G(x; w)=x = b(x; w)G(x; w)
Introduction, examples
In this rst part, some examples E] are summarized, in each case the generating function is given, so as the partial di erential equations from which the fundamental relations are found, by identifying the term w n in the power expansion of the whole equation ; they show how some inverse theorems will be possible in the next section. 1) Orthogonal polynomials 1.1 Hermite polynomials : G(x; w) = e ?w 2 =4 e xw = X H n (x) 2 n n! w n ( G(x; w)=w = (x ? w=2)G H n+1 = 2xH n ? 2nH n?1 G(x; w)=x = wG H 0 n = 2nH n?1 
G(x; w)=w = + x ? xw 1 ? w G (n + 1)p n+1 = ( + n ? x)p n ? The rst equation gives only rise to an expansion of p n+1 in terms of p 0 ; : : : ; p n 3) She er (or Generalized Appell) polynomials G(x; w) = A(w)e xg (w) . Let the function G be G(x; w) = e w e x log(1+w)
G(x; w)=w = 1 + w + x 1 + w G (n + 1) = p n+1 = (1 ? n + x)p n + p n?1
Here, because log(1+w) is not a rational function, there is no recurrence di erential relation but an expansion of p 0 n in terms of (p k ). In each case, it is possible to prove all known relations as di erential equation, either starting from the preceding relations, or by deriving other functionnal relations from the two partial di erential equations. The problem, we are looking for now is the inverse problem, i.e. how is it possible to rebuild the generating function from given relations. where the A i are polynomials of degree 1 with respect to the two variables n and x, (p n ) de nes a generalized Appell function e h(w) e xg(w) with h 0 and g 0 rational. Proof : G(x; w) = e h(w) e xg(w) , so we get the partial di erential equations 8 > < > : The proof is as in the previous theorem, the main point being that the coe cients of the recurrence relation must be of degre one with respect to n. If it is not the case, the result can still be true for an other normalisation of the polynomials p n , as it can be seen in the case of the generalized Hermite polynomials (with p k = k!H k;2 the relation can be simpli ed by n! and then satis es the last theorem). Example : Legendre polynomials (n + 1)P n+1 = (2n + 1)xP n ? nP n?1 (n + 1)P n+1 ? 2nxP n + (n ? 1)P n?1 = xP n ? P n?1
(1 ? 2xw + w Some consequences
With the preceding techniques it is possible to recover the generating functions of some set of polynomials, starting from the relations they satisfy.
Example 1 : We look rst to polynomials which are Appell polynomials (p 0 n = p n?1 ) and which form an orthogonal family. The problem is caracterized by "h 0 is a polynomial of degree d".
